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SERVICES

Operates in more than 300 locations and handles over 7 million metric tonnes.

Company owned, state of the art, large-scale scientific storage facilities and Agri Logistics
Parks.

Equipped and enabled with advanced infrastructure and technologies.

WDRA (Warehousing Development and Regulatory Authority) and FSSAI (Food Safety and
Standards Authority of India) accredited storage locations.

Navjyoti�s biggest recognition is that its customers and partners rate it amongst the best in the industry.

Vision: To serve the agri value chain in a sustainable, efficient and differentiated manner.

Key Facts:

Established in 1988, Navjyoti Commodity Management Services Ltd. Works 
across the agricultural value chain, at a national level.  It provides supply chain 
solutions for agri commodities such as grains, cereals, pulses, beans, oil seeds 
and other commercial crops. 
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LN Bangur Group is one of India's leading diversified business conglomerates.  The Group was 
founded by Mr. Ramcoowar and Mr. Mugneeram Bangur in 1918. For 70 years, it has consistently 
ranked amongst the top 5 business houses in India.

The Group�s expertise spread across Textile, Tea, Corporate Farming, Agriculture Supply 
Chain Management Solutions, Financial Services, Energy Exchange & Renewable Energy, Health 
and Wellness and e-commerce.  LN Bangur Group believes in exploring businesses of the future, 
that are aligned with its anchoring beliefs, mission, vision and values.

Our group companies are:

VISION & MISSION
Vision: To be a globally respected business group working towards providing sustainable living 
solutions.

Mission: Constantly strive to operate businesses that are globally competitive and sustainable 
thereby enhancing the lives of the communities we work with.

VALUES

Mother Earth: We consider Mother Earth as our preferred stakeholder. From our choice of business 
to the way we conduct them, we shall do everything possible to care for her.

Value human life and dignity: We shall show compassion and care towards our colleagues, clients, 
vendors and other associates we work towards a better tomorrow.

Fairness in dealing: We believe that sustained success can be achieved by building Win - Win 
partnerships.  We shall forge the same and be transparent and honest in our dealings with all 
our stakeholders.  Ethics are non-negotiable.

Challenge conventional thinking and foster innovative solutions: We shall encourage all our associates 
to utilize our resources innovatively so as to provide superior solutions for the benefit of all.



Operations

Navjyoti operates over 300 warehouses across India. Our day-to-day operations are monitored through a three-tier check
system being firstly at warehouse level, secondly at branch office level and finally at management / head office level with a view to 
enhance efficiency and ensure risk free environment.

Navjyoti handles more than 25 different types of commodities with multiple varieties for each commodity. We are experienced in 
handling all types of grains, oil seeds, pulses and beans, spices, cash crops and fertilisers across the country.

We largely operate out of leased warehouses which are often taken into our fold through long term as well as medium and short term
leases. Every leased warehouse is subject to stringent health check for infrastructure and environment.

1. Akola, Maharashtra

2. Chitradurga, Karnataka

3. Davangere, Karnataka

4. Dewas, Madhya Pradesh 

5. Harda, Madhya Pradesh 

6. Hoshangabad, Madhya Pradesh 

7. Ravui bannur, Karnataka (Upcoming)

8. Ratlam, Madhya Pradesh

9. Unjha, Gujarat

Our ALP Locations are:

Besides operating through leased warehouses, we are also constructing and operating our own Agri Logistic Parks (ALPs). Each of 
our ALP�s typically have storage area of approx. 1 lac sq.ft. besides boasting of other exclusive amenities. Our ALPs are equipped 
with best in class digital weighbridges with weighing capacity of upto 100 mts., alongwith ample truck parking space. All of our 
ALP�s have a fully equipped testing and certifying laboratory, internet ready office spaces, conference room to enable a conducive 
and efficient working atmosphere. Our ALP�s also house guest rooms for accommodation of visitors. They also house seperate pantry,
dining and public conveniences. All our ALP�s are always under IP-connected CCTV surveillance besides twenty-four seven 
professional deployed security guards. So far we have completed 8 such ALPs and intend to have about 50 numbers of them 
operational in the coming years.

We take pride in mentioning that we specialise in handling:

1. Wheat

2. Maize

3. Soybean

4. Gram 

5. Paddy 

6. Castor Seed 

7. Groundnut 

8. Cotton Bales

9. Rice

10. Yellow Peas

1. Cumin Seed

2. Psyllium Seed

3. Fennel Seed

4. Fenugreek

5. Cotton Oil Cake

6. Soybean DOC

7. Raw Cashew Nut

8. Red Chilly

9. Turmeric

10. Rice Bran DOC

Further we would also like to highlight our special skills and teams 
engaged in handling:

Commodities
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Navjyoti is entrusted by various banks and financial institutions to act as custodians for their lending to the agriculture sector. Our 
strategically planned and technologically connected locations, coupled with experienced work force has gained us high repute 
and reliability. Besides, our innovative  initiatives and commitment to stakeholders enables us to handle businesses of any size 
and scale across the country with quality service and competitive prices.

Our collateral management solutions are based on best functional and technical foundations. We have a well established structure 
to manage risk and maximise value for all parties within the transaction. We provide a single window for all services related to 
collateral management, viz. Quantity and quality assurance, fumigation and other storage-related services. We also provide early 
warning signals on price fluctuations, keep constant checks on commodity quality and keep our clients updated about the status

We have been facilitating secured warehouse receipt financing through our nationwide network of state-of- the-art ALP�s and also 
in leased storage facilities.

Our, laboratory testing facility is designed to serve customers including farmers, traders, manufacturers, exporters and government 
sectors. Our quality control services ensure compliance and sustainable future for all customers. The Laboratory practices global 
quality management system compliance as per ISO/IEC :17025 : 2005 and GLP to provide regulatory compliance practices standards

We offer testing and assaying services across the country through our state-of-the-art central laboratory in Ahmedabad coupled with 
multiple satellite labs mobile labs, which are spread across various strategic locations throughout India. Our satellite laboratories are 
specifically designed to deliver fast and accurate agri commodity testing across rural procurement areas for variety of agri commodities 
and their parameters, while our mobile labs are reliable, efficient and agile field QC (physical) investigators.

We are designed to offer global standard �one stop solution� for multi disciplinary testing service in the field of chemical and biological testing 
through state of art technical set up by following national and international standards like IS , ISO, Agmark, FSSAI, IP, AOAC. We believe 
to deliver fast, accurate, reliable and transparent testing facilities to meet various stringent Global & national quality standards
requirement of customers.

 Synopsis of our testing capabilities:

 1. Food & Agriculture: Physical Analysis (Grain inspection), Chemical analysis, Microbiological analysis, Micro nutrients, Pesticide analysis, 

     Contaminants, Nutritional value analysis, Vitamins, Mycotoxins.

 2. Water: Chemical analysis, physical analysis, Active anions, Heavy metal analysis, Pesticide Analysis, PAH, PCB, Microbiological 

     examinations.

 3. Drugs & Pharmaceutical: Pharmacopoeia testing, Assay of active ingredients, Stability study

 4. Microbiological testing

 5. Dissolution testing

Our testing services comprise of agri commodity testing, food and water testing, soil testing and pharmaceutical testing. 
Our technologically connected labs locations across India, help serve all in the agriculture sector. Through our testing services, 
we assist in minimizing risk, ensure global quality needs while also enhancing productivity.

Laboratory Testing & Certification Services

Collateral Management
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Gujarat    Karnataka    Madhya Pradesh    Maharashtra

For more information regarding our services and our regional offices,
please visit our website www.navjyoti.co.in

or email us at info.navjyoti@Lnbgroup.com
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